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Women bear the heaviest costs of the rapid population increase, both
through the extra workload and the health risks connected with pregnan¬
cies that are too many, too frequent, too early and late.



The media today tend to
overkill with statistics,

and numbers can be

boring. But this is not
true of the figures for
present and projected

increases in the world's

population and their
impact on development.

Carl Wahren

In spite of recent

advances in family

planning, the planet Earth
receives well over

80 million more

inhabitants every year

and 95% of this growth
takes place in the Third

World. The weight of
these numbers will

inevitably be felt in all

sectors of development,
not least in the work of

the Development
Assistance Committee,

the OECD's forum for the

discussion and

improvement of aid

policies and programmes.
Action, or inaction, in the

next few years will set

the stage for generations
to come. With forthright

leadership by

governments and
agencies and non¬

governmental
organisations, family
planning will not be

merely a result of social
and economic

development, but can

indeed be its trigger.
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Population
and

Development

The Burgeoning
Billions

In 1 900 the annual population

increase was 1 3 million people. By
2000 it will be 90 million. Devel¬

oped countries, which made up one-
third of the world's population in 1 950

now account for just under a quarter.
And their share will have gone down to
20% by the year 2000 and 13%
by 2100.

The populations of the developing
countries grew between 1965 and

1970 at an unprecedented pace of
over 2.5% per year, as rapidly
declining death rates combined with

persisting high birth rates. Since then,

birth rates have begun to fall faster
than death rates in most countries.

Today the natural population increase
in the South stands at 2.1%, which

nonetheless implies a doubling in
33 years. Life expectancy at birth has
increased to about 60 years on aver¬
age.

It took until 1 927 for the world

population to reach 2 billion. In only
70 years, Third World countries will

add some 4.8 billion to their popula¬
tions to reach 6.6 billion by 2020
(Figure, p. 7).

In a century of change,
demographic

developments have been

spectacular. And

projections to 2025 are

even more striking.

The Mosaic

of the South

Regional trends in the South are
diverse indeed. East Asia now has an

average birth rate of 20 per thousand,

which is little higher than that in some
developed countries, and an annual
natural increase of 1.3%. Birth rates

remain high in Africa and West Asia,

where the annual population growth is
about 2.9 and 2.7% respectively. It is
about 2.2% in Latin America and

Southern Asia, which have begun the
transition to lower fertility.

Africa's prospects are alarming. The
population has risen from 225 million
in 1950 to 600 million in 1987. It is

projected to reach 880 million by the
end of the century and 1 .6 billion by
2025. Now 45% of the African popu¬
lation is under 1 5 years of age. In
several East African countries, annual

rates of increase are 3.5% or more,

implying a population doubling time of
20 years or less.

Latin America has seen a consider¬

able decline in birth rates from a peak
of around 42 per thousand in the early
1 950s to the present figure of 29 per
thousand. Nevertheless, the present

population of 425 million is projected
to reach 540 million by the year 2000

and 780 million by 2025. Life-expec¬
tancy at birth is now 66 years and
infant mortality is relatively low, at
58 per thousand live births. Some of

the poorer countries (Bolivia, Guate¬

mala, Haiti) do have high birth rates,
high infant mortality and relatively low
life expectancy.

Carl Wahren is Head of the Aid Management Division
of the OECD Development and Co-operation Directo¬

rate. He was a member of the Drafting Group of the
World Population Plan of Action at the Bucharest

conference in 1 974 and of the Drafting Committee of
the Mexico City Declaration of 1984.
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Southern Asia will be the most

heavily populated region for some
decades. Its present population of
1.14 billion (81 5 million in India) will

increase to some 1.5 billion by the
year 2000 and reach nearly 2 billion
20 years later (1 .3 billion in India). In
Bangladesh, which is already more

than twice as densely populated as,
say, Belgium, the present population of

105 million is projected to double by
2020. And what will then be the

consequences of 'natural' disasters
such as this autumn's flood?

In East and South-East Asia birth

rates have declined significantly. East

Asia halved its rate of population

growth between the late 1960s and

early 1 980s. But the young age-com¬
position of both sub-regions means

that considerable growth continues.
Most Arab countries have seen little

or no lowering of birth rates, whereas

crude death rates are relatively low.

THE DEVELOPMENT

OF THINKING

ON DEVELOPMENT

For years, Third World development
was discussed and planned with little or
no reference to demographic factors.

Census work and vital registration was

regarded as a luxury in many poor
countries, and donor agencies seemed
to concur. As a result little was known

about the size and composition of the
populations that were supposedly the
beneficiaries of development. Attitudes

to family size and child-bearing were
equally poorly understood.

Many donor and most recipient
nations seemed convinced that rapid

population increase would facilitate
development. Large populations would
provide domestic markets and were
considered a prerequisite for economies
of scale. It was assumed, too, that,

regardless of their socio-economic con¬
ditions, people wanted many children.
In any case, the topic of family planning
was considered highly sensitive and few
governments were ready to raise it. It
was left to non-governmental organisa¬
tions, notably women's groups, to
worry about the rapidly growing
number of illegal abortions and to inter¬
pret their implications in health, atti¬
tudes and costs.

India was an early exception. Prime
Minister Jarwaharlal Nehru introduced

family planning as official government
policy in the early 1950s. He empha¬
sised that family planning was no pana¬
cea; alone it would not solve India's

development problems-but without
successful family planning India would
never manage her transition into a
modern society.

The 1974 World Population Confer¬
ence in Bucharest constituted the first

recognition by the world community
that population factors are truly cross-
cutting; people, their numbers, needs
and aspirations will decide what direc¬

tion development will take. The
Bucharest conference reconfirmed

Mr Nehru's wise observation that suc¬

cessful development requires well co¬
ordinated action in which family plan¬

ning forms an integral part. The World
Population Plan of Action, formulated at
the conference and subscribed to by

nearly 140 national governments,
states that 'All couples and individuals

have the basic right to decide freely and
responsibly the number and spacing of
their children and to have the informa¬

tion, education and means to do so; the

responsibility of couples and individuals

in the exercise of this right takes into
account the needs of their living and

future children, and their responsibilities

towards the community'.
Progress since the Bucharest Confer¬

ence has been remarkable. Ignorance

and unfounded assumptions have been

replaced by encouraging experience. In
1984, the International Conference on

Population in Mexico City concluded
that population and development poli¬
cies reinforce each other when they are

responsive to individual, family and
community needs. Family planning pro¬
grammes have been successful in
meeting demand and reducing fertility
at relatively low cost.

Nonetheless, differences in life ex¬

pectancy, fertility, mortality and mor¬
bidity between developed and devel¬
oping countries remain striking. And the
World Health Organisation (WHO) has
suggested that about 300 million cou¬
ples who do not want more children are

not using any method of birth control. If
these people could be reached and

assisted, developing countries could
avoid the aggravation of such problems

as maternal and child mortality, overpo¬

pulation, unemployment, food short¬
ages and environmental degradation.
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When considering the population
increase in the South, it should be

remembered that today's industrial¬
ised countries never experienced any¬
thing of that order in their histories. At

their peak, during the last century,
growth rates in Europe rarely exceeded
1.5%. Thus a country like Kenya is
now increasing its population almost

three times as fast as did European
nations at their historical swiftest.

Even in North America, the maximum

demographic growth rate, boosted by
immigration, was only 2% a year, with
massive land and natural resources

to support it.

Statistical

Caveats

These figures for the future are only
projections and therefore contain con-

Figure
GROWTH OF WORLD POPULATION
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Note: The graph does not necessarily depict
what will happen in the future. It illustrates only
what could happen under certain assumptions of
fertility and mortality. Curves have been manually
extrapolated beyond 2025.

Source: The State of the World Population 1988,
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), 1988.

siderable degrees of uncertainty. Yet
past projections by the United Nations
have turned out to be remarkably
accurate. And although the estimates
stop at 2025, in no way does that
imply that populations will necessarily
be levelling off by then.

Depending on the age composition
of their populations, and in the absence

of shared social and economic pro¬
gress, including well-functioning family
planning programmes, many of the
least-developed countries could theo¬

retically go on adding considerably to
their populations during most of the
next century. But it is impossible to

foresee at present what will be hap¬
pening by then. There is only scant
knowledge today about the carrying
capacity of current support-systems,
including possible ecological break¬
down points. Can the gains in life-
expectancy after World War II con¬

tinue indefinitely, everywhere?
The UN has also produced longer-

term projections suggesting that the
world population might stabilise itself
at around 1 0 billion in the next century.
This projection rests on the assumption
that women worldwide will bear, on
average, about two children each

by 2035.

If that date holds true in Africa, for
example, the population would sta¬

bilise itself at around 1 .4 billion during
the next century (the UN medium
projection). But this assumption seems
unlikely. If the two-child average is
delayed until 2065, Africa's population
would then stabilise itself at 4.4 billion

towards the end of next century (the
UN high projection). With similar varia¬
tions in assumptions for the world as a

whole, global peak figures vary
between 7 and 14 billion in the course

of the next century.

The Impact
of AIDS

Demographers argue about the

potential impact of AIDS on mortality
rates in the worst-affected countries.

Today it seems that, at least initially,

AIDS will be felt more because of

where it makes its impact in society
rather than through the sheer number
of deaths: in certain countries, middle-

class, urban groups who are very
important for development may be hit
hard. Nonetheless, as in the industrial¬

ised countries, some under-privileged

A NOTE

ON THE NUMBERS

Quantitative and qualitative informa¬
tion has been drawn from a variety of
sources, including, in particular, the
United Nations and UN agencies (not
least the United Nations Population
Fund (UNFPA)), the World Bank, Popu¬
lation Reference Bureau, International

Planned Parenthood Federation, World

Resources Institute and Population Ser¬
vices Europe. In view of the weakness of

many national statistics, the aggregate
figures should be interpreted with care.
The projections are based upon various
assumptions, and are not necessarily
predictions. Moreover, because base

years and assumptions differ, there may
be discrepancies in some figures. But for
the purpose of long-term planning it is
important to assess overall trends and

so far UN medium-term global projec¬
tions have been surprisingly accurate
over the years. Regional variations in
forecasts over time have also been

relatively minor: national deviations
have more or less cancelled one

another out.

NB: Billions in these articles are US billions.

minority groups are also highly vulner¬
able.1 Infant mortality will increase
substantially in some areas. Yet it
seems improbable, at least at the

moment, that AIDS will significantly
alter the overall population develop¬
ments that have been predicted.

1. Carl Wahren, 'Can AIDS be Contained?' The

OECD Observer, No. 1 54, October/November
1988.
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FOOD PRODUCTION AND POPULATION GROWTH

Population growth higher than production
Population growth equal to production
Population growth less than production

Source : Marie Stopes International.

The Impact
of Population Growth

any Third World populations
have been rising faster than
agricultural output (map). In

about 70 countries, food production

per head of population has declined
since the 1970s.

Food

Falls Behind

Except for Asia, developing coun¬
tries have had to import an increasing

part of their food requirements. An
annual cereal deficit of 1 0 million

tonnes in the mid-1960s rose to

33 million in 1 975-79, and on present

trends, could reach 1 32 million tonnes

by the year 2000.

Every aspect of
economic, social and

political life in the

developing countries will
be affected by population

growth.

The World Bank has estimated that

some 800 million people now lack
enough food to maintain an active

working life; that is, they survive on
below 90% of the minimum require¬

ments that have been defined by the

Food and Agriculture Organisation
(FAO) and World Health Organisation

(WHO). The number of people running
serious health risks because of calorie

deficiency reached some 340 million
in 1980.

Malnutrition hits countries with ade¬

quate food supplies, and not just the
poorest. There are several explana¬
tions: marked social inequalities, very

low purchasing power for some cate¬
gories of the population, problems of
storage and transport. Although the
number of malnourished people has

declined in the past two decades as a

proportion of the world's total, in
absolute terms it has risen.

Arable land area is unlikely to

increase by more than 5% between
now and the year 2000. So most of

The OECD OBSERVER 155 December 1988-January 1989
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the extra food required will have to
come from higher yields. But these in
the main depend heavily on water, oil
and fertilisers. And the long-term envi¬
ronmental implications of modern

farming techniques are disquieting,
particularly in parts of Africa.

There is an alternative food source.

Fish is particularly rich in protein and
for over half the population of the Third
World it provides at least 40% of its

protein requirements. But because of

over-fishing by industrialised countries

and marine pollution, there is little

prospect of raising the natural produc¬
tivity of world fisheries. Aquaculture,
coupled with the exploitation of
hitherto undeveloped forms of marine

life, such as krill, may help bridge the
protein gap, but such developments
are uncertain, and much depends on
the state of the marine environment.1

Developing countries experience enor¬
mous difficulties in safeguarding their
fish stocks, and damage to that parti¬
cular resource is less visible and thus

usually arouses less public concern
than, say, deforestation.

Pressure

on the Environment

Population pressures overload the

capacities of the environment in many
developing countries. The momentum

of population growth combined with
widespread poverty creates serious
imbalances between population sizes
and the ecosystem.

Some 95% of projected increase in
the world's population from 5 billion of

today to over 6 billion by the
year 2000 will take place in developing
regions, which are often environmen¬

tally fragile. This imbalance will

aggravate the problems of poverty and
increase the number of 'environmental

refugees'. During the 1970s twice as
many people suffered from 'natural'

disasters as in the 1 960s, in particular
from floods and droughts caused by
neglect of the environmental funda¬
mentals. The trends foreseen for the

1 990s are no brighter.

mm

The number of victims of 'natural' disasters (such as last September's floods
in Bangladesh) doubled recently-within a decade.

Water Supplies
Running Dry?

Obviously, population pressures
lead to the increased consumption of
natural resources. Drinking water is
already becoming scarce. Rivers, lakes
and oceans are being polluted. Coun¬
tries in desert regions buy themselves
varying periods of grace by pumping
ground-water out of subterranean

pockets. Hydrologists are worried that
several countries, particularly in sub-
Saharan Africa, may rapidly be
approaching acute water shortages.

This will not only threaten their
growing populations but will under¬

mine their attempts to industrialise and

modernise their agriculture.

Rapidly growing food and energy
requirements caused by high popula¬
tion growth aggravate the alarming
trends of desertification and deforesta¬

tion. Tropical soils are often sensitive

to erosion. Over-grazing by expanding
livestock herds and over-cultivation

make them more vulnerable still.

1 . See Carl-Christian Schmidt, 'The Fishy Business
of Aquaculture', The OECD Observer, No. 1 54,

October /November 1988.
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According to one UN report, nearly
one-third of all land is at risk of turning

into desert, and topsoil is being lost at
the rate of 26 billion tons a year
(UNFPA).

Short-term Difficulties

v. Long-term Stability

Because so many developing coun¬
tries are in serious economic difficul¬

ties, they seize short-term opportuni¬
ties to export raw materials and indus¬

trial products for foreign exchange;
these activities often conflict with lon¬

ger-term ecological considerations.
Deforestation, for example, has sev¬

eral causes. One is the expanding

population of nomadic cultivators, who

often systematically cull the wood
around their base camps or villages.

Another is cutting for firewoodthe
main source of energy for roughly one
in four of humankind. Other causes are

commercial logging for export to the
North and clearance for cattle-grazing.

The world's forests are presently dis¬
appearing at an estimated rate of 1 1 to
1 8 million hectares a year. The rate of

tree plantation in the tropics amounts
to less than one-tenth of the rate of

deforestation. It has been calculated

that up to 3 billion people could live in
areas short of fuelwood by the

year 2000.
If tropical forests continue to be

cleared at the current rate, an esti¬

mated 10 to 20% of the earth's plant
and animal life will be lost by the

year 2000. One can only speculate as
to the full implications for the planet's

gene bank, the climate, the production
of oxygen, and so on.

Jobs and the Lure

of the City

Unemployment and under-employ-
ment is already estimated to be run¬
ning at 40-50% in the South. The
International Labour Organisation (ILO)
projects an increase of 1 .4 billion
workers in the developing regions
between 1985 and 2025; some

Figure 1
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Source: United Nations.

800 million in Asia, 430 million in
Africa and 1 70 million in Latin Amer¬

ica. The majority of countries con¬
cerned find it increasingly difficult to
create new jobs to absorb their con¬
stantly expanding work-force. Extraor¬
dinary additional investments will be
required to prevent unemployment
expanding dramatically.

Some 30 years ago the migration of
millions of unemployed people from
the countryside to the cities began on a
massive scale. If developing countries
double their population every 25 to
35 years, their major cities will often
do so in 1 0 to 1 5 years, some 60% of
that growth being due to natural
increase. In 1970, only 13% of the
urban population of developing coun¬
tries lived in cities of over 4 million

inhabitants; by 2025, 28% will do so.
Since unemployment rates are often

twice as high in the cities as in the
countryside, the social consequences
of the population explosion are dis¬
quieting. City populations will grow
especially fast in Africa, by something
like 440% between 1985 and 2025

(Figure 1).
A quarter of the world's families live

in makeshift shelters. Fully half of the
Third World's urban dwellers live in

shanty towns which double in popula¬
tion every seven to ten years.

A report just published by the World
Health Organisation (WHO) and United
Nations Environment Programme

(UNEP) has been widely quoted as

stating that the air breathed by many
of the world's city-dwellers is not fit for
humans. Urbanisation and high birth
rates have also overtaxed water sup¬

plies and sewage systems. What will
the situation look like in 2025 when

the world will have some 135 cities

with populations of over four million,
most of them in developing coun¬
tries?

The Task
for Education

Thanks to massive investments in

education, the numbers of children

enrolled in primary and secondary
schools more than quadrupled be-

Almost a third of the total land area of the planet faces

-s- «j. -_^ f.' -*» IP
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tween 1 960 and 1 985 (from 1 44 to

640 million). School enrolment ratios

in African primary schools increased
considerably, from 44% to over 80%
between 1960 and 1985.

The proportion of illiterate adults in

developing countries fell from 59% in
1 960 to 38% in 1 985. But because of

population growth the total number of
illiterates will rise from 720 million in

1970 to 880 million in 1990 and

950 million by the turn of the cen¬
tury.

The task facing education systems is
daunting, in quantity and quality. The
number of children aged 6-1 7 is pro¬
jected to rise from 940 million in 1 980

to 1.28 billion by the year 2000, an
increase of 340 million. Africa will face

the hardest task. According to
UNESCO, the number of children

enrolled in primary schools will have
increased from 96 million in 1990 to

1 35 million by the year 2000.

Women Bear

the Brunt

In all developing regions, lowered
rates of population increase would free

resources to improve the quantity and
quality of education and reduce female

illiteracy substantially. Indications are
that the number of female illiterates

the threat of desertification.

^':i.:,y:::y::y:;^
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Figure 2
TOO MANY, TOO SOON,
TOO CLOSE, TOO LATE

Infant Mortality
per 1,000 Live Births, Peru
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Source: Shea Oscar Rutstein, 'Infant and Child
Mortality: Levels, Trends, and Demography Diffe¬
rentials', Comparative Study No. 24, World Ferti¬
lity Survey, London, 1982.

will increase much faster than the

number of male illiteratesthe respec¬
tive rates of increase were between

1960 and 1980 some 74 million and

20 million. In 1985 the female illi¬

teracy rate, at 49% of adult women,
was almost twice the male rate

of 28%.

These percentages are not unrelated

to the rapid population increase, for

The cutting of fuelwood provides
almost a quarter of humankind with its

principal source of energybut is one
of the main causes of deforestation.

which women have borne the heaviest

costs, both through the extra work
load and the health risks connected

with pregnancies and births that are

too many, too frequent, too early and
too late (Figure 2). Between 35 and
50 million abortions are thought to be
carried out annually on women des¬
perate not to go through with their
latest pregnancy. Some half a million
women die every year from conditions
arising from pregnancy or child birth.
The morbidity toll is unknown. It has
been estimated that extended family
planning services could save 200,000

women each year. It would also help
reduce infant mortality.

But family planning on its own will
not be enough. In the words of UNFPA,

'Women in most developing countries
still derive their status in their commu¬

nity from their positions as wives and

mothers. An important contribution to

lower fertility will therefore be change
in the way women derive their status.

Contributing to a change are the legal
right to own and inherit property, the
right to vote, the right to choice in
marriage and divorce, education, ac¬

knowledged life options other than
childbearingand, of course, access to
family planning information and ser¬
vices'.2 Needless to add, these are

desirable changes in their own right,
regardless of their impact on fertility.

2. 1987 Report, UNFPA, New York, 1988, p. 14.
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Several Latin America countries have obtained spectacular drops in birth rates thanks to effective family planning programmes-not least Brazil,
Colombia and Mexico.

Family Planning
Costs and Benefits

Today only very few governments

in developing countries are op¬
posed to family planning. Official

family planning programmes have
grown considerably during the 1 980s.
The more successful have achieved

spectacular declines in birth rates-
Barbados, China, Cuba, Hong Kong,

Indonesia, Korea, Mexico, Singapore,
Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand. In Brazil

and Colombia, NGO programmes have
had similar success.

China's population today would pro¬
bably have been some 110 million
larger without the population policy of
her government, including a vigorous
family planning programme. A similar
estimate for India suggests about
80 million extra births.

According to the latest available
data, over half the world's couples

living together, where the woman is of

Can too fast a population

increase be curbed by family

planning programmes? Or is
'development the best

pill'? A constant point of
argument in the 1960s

and '70s, the question was

finally settled at the
International Conference on

Population in Mexico City
in 1984 where the world

community agreed that
family planning and economic

development were not
alternatives but

complementary necessities.

child-bearing age, are using contracep¬
tion. In the South an estimated 45% do

sowith wide variations from one con¬

tinent to another (Figure).

Channels

for Contraception

Recent research indicates that,

given certain conditions, support for
family planning programmes can be
more effective in reducing fertility than

support for other development pro¬

grammes does not mean, of
course, that such other investments

are not highly desirable in themselves.
The few studies so far undertaken in

the Third World reveal that between

30 and 50% of the drop in fertility can
be ascribed to family planning pro¬
grammes. And that proportion should
grow in the future.

12 The OECD OBSERVER 155 December 1988-January 1989
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Ideally, family planning information
and services ought to be integrated in
the broad range of social services. But
where health infrastructures are poor
or non-existent, family planning infor¬
mation and certain contraceptives can
be provided through community
groups, particularly women's organis¬
ations, traditional health systems and
commercial channels. In some coun¬

tries family planning has been an agent
of social change and a forerunner o

This Report shows that

economic and social progress
helps slow population growth;

" but it also emphasizes that rapid
population growth hampers economic
development. It is therefore imperative
that governments act simultaneously
on both fronts. For the poorest
countries, development may not be
possible at all unless slower population
growth can be achieved soon, even

before higher real incomes would bring
down fertility spontaneously.'

'Analysis of fertility decline shows
that two policies critical to reducing
fertility, family planning and female
education, complement each other.
Between 1972 and 1982 family-
planning programs have had minimal
effect where female education is low, in

part because it is difficult to operate
such programs without some educated
women to staff them, and in part
because of lack of demand for

contraception. Equally, female
education has had minimal effect where

family planning services have been
unavailable. The effect of the two

together, however, has been

powerful.'

'Where family planning services are
widespread and affordable, fertility has
declined more rapidly than social and
economic progress alone would predict.
Examples include Tunisia, India,
Thailand, Colombia, Costa Rica,

and more recently Indonesia
and Mexico.

oreaict.

9
Summary, World Development Report 1984,
Washington DC, 1984.

expanded primary health services, par¬
ticularly maternal and child health.

But men have a part to play too.
Research from different cultures has

found that male opposition is a major
hindrance to a wider acceptance of,
and investment in, family planning. So
now husbands, too, are being informed
about the benefits of birth control.

Unmet Demand

for family Planning
Having an established national

policy is one thing. Implementing it is
quite another. Many governments do
not have the necessary resources in
manpower and money. In addition,
notwithstanding a marked and fairly
widespread shift in opinion, several
governments lack the political will to

support activities they feel might upset

ethnic, religious or political sensibili¬
ties. As a result, millions of people still
lack access to safe and effective con¬

traceptive services.
Many more people want to plan their

families than do at present. The World
Fertility Survey, conducted by the
International Statistical Institute in The

Hague, has indicated that, except in
certain African countries, there is a

large unmet demand. One significant
point is that half the women who said

they wanted no more children were not

using any method of contraception.
And a recent analysis covering 1 8
developing countries shows that if
those women who stated that their

last birth was unwanted had had the

means to prevent it, the natural popu¬
lation increase in those sample coun¬
tries would on average have been only
1.3% instead of 2.2%.

Figure
FAMILY PLANNING BY REGION AND METHOD

EAST ASIA

Male

Sterilisation
Female

Sterilisation
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None
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/
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Other
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Other
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None

Source: United Nations.
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Sterilisation

None
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m^tm^i^mim^m^mw.

Without its policy on population China would probably have some 1 10 million
more inhabitants today.

The Modest Costs

of Birth Control

In the past, foreign assistance paid
for some 80% of total investment in

population/family planning pro¬
grammes in the developing world, and
national governments paid only 20%.
Today the ratio has been more or less

reversed. Yet despite this significant
increase in the commitment of the

Third World countries themselves, in

^f Given the obvious difficulties in
/~<s expanding food production as

^k fast as population, pressure is
^^^ shifting to population policy¬
makers and those who deliver family

planning services. In the world of the

nineties and beyond, satisfactorily

balancing the food/population
equation may depend more

on family planners than
farmers.

actorny

9
Lester R. Brown (President, World Watch

Institute; formerly administrator of International

Agricultural Development Service, US

Department of Agriculture), 'The Growing Grain

Gap'. World Watch, September/Octo¬
ber 1988.

most of them family planning still
accounts for less than 0.5% of national

budgets. Less than 2% of official
development assistance (ODA) is spent
on population and family planning.

The World Bank has estimated that

to achieve the extent of contraceptive

use necessary for further improvement
in women's health and for a more rapid

decline in population growth, total

family planning expenditures in the
developing world would have to reach
more than US$7 billion (in 1980 US$)

annually by the year 2000. This is
roughly four times current domestic
and foreign expenditure.

Q

The countries which have been most

successful in lowering national birth

rates have many features in common.
They have given high priority to the

development of human resources.

They have invested in social services,

including health and education, paying
special attention to the status of
women, female employment and im

proving maternal and child health care.

They have given strong support to

family planning information as well as

to contraceptive services. Many of
these countries have explicitly tried to

provide for growth with equity.
It will be no easy task to provide

some 1.3 billion couples and individ¬

uals with sustainable family planning

services by the year 2000. But the last
1 5 years have brought a wealth of

promising experience. Community par¬
ticipation, decentralisation and training

are key elements in successful family
planning. Governments, donor agen¬

cies and NGOS thus have a good base
on which to plan for the 1 990s.
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The Contradictions

in Nuclear Trade Law

Patrick Reyners

What legal system can be used to encourage international trade
in nuclear materials and equipment without running the risk of
facilitating the proliferation of atomic weapons? This was the
dilemma that faced the negotiators of the Treaty on the Non-

Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT)1 signed just over twenty
years agoand that remains at the root of the contradictions in

international law on nuclear trade today. In a study just
published, the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) examines

the international aspects of the regulation of nuclear trade and
analyses the legislation of 16 OECD countries.2

In the industrialised countries, the

peaceful use of nuclear energy has
always been subject to detailed

regulation. Moreover, international co¬

operation has achieved a particularly
high degree of harmonisation of laws-

covering third-party liability, protection
of workers and the public against
ionising radiation, and transport of
radioactive substances. In comparison,
international law on frade in nuclear

materials and equipment is still little
harmonised; furthermore, its drafting
gave rise to serious disputes.

Patrick Reyners is Head of Legal Affairs at the OECD
Nuclear Energy Agency.

Unlike most regulations on interna¬

tional trade, the provisions that apply

to nuclear trade tend to subject it to
close surveillance rather than en¬

courage it. The reason is obvious: the
prevention of the improper use of

nuclear energy for military purposes

thereby reducing the risk of nuclear
warfareis one of the major concerns

of today.
The original task entrusted to diplo¬

mats and lawyers was particularly

delicate: they had to reconcile strategic
national interests (self-sufficiency in
energy, commercial outlets, etc.) with
the maintenance of an international

order based on limiting the possession

of nuclear weapons to a small group of
countries.

So it is hardly suprising that the law
on nuclear trade suffers from a variety
of contradictions. It reflects the impor¬
tance of limiting the communication of
sensitive information and the desire to

promote co-operation. It simulta-

1 After negotiations conducted under the aegis of
the United Nations, the Treaty was signed on
1 July 1968 in Moscow, Washington and London,
the capital cities of the three depositary governments:
it entered into force on 5 March 1 970. Today, some
140 states are party to the Treaty.

2 The Regulation of Nuclear Trade: Non-Proli-
feration-Supply-Safety (two volumes), OECD Pub¬
lications, Paris, 1988.
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IAEA inspectors fit seals (inset) to a nuclear reactor.

neously recognises the differences in
status between countries and the prin¬

ciple of non-discrimination. It fosters
policies both of selective exports and
of free access to nuclear technology.

The 1960s:

From Secrecy to Sales

After a period of secrecy on informa¬
tion that could be useful in developing

the atomic bomb, President Eisen¬

hower, in his famous 'Atoms for Peace'

speech at the United Nations in
December 1953, proposed a vast
international plan for developing nu¬
clear energy on condition that it would
be accompanied by appropriate safe¬
guards. This initiative constituted the
real beginning of economic co-opera¬
tion and regulation of nuclear trade.

This co-operation initially took the
form of bilateral agreements. The small
number of countries with the de facto

monopoly of nuclear supplies and
equipment refused to export them
unless the importing countries pledged
to use the material exclusively for

peaceful purposes.
Such undertakings required effective

verification. Direct controls by the

exporting countries inside the im¬
porting countries would inevitably have
raised problems of national sover¬

eignty, and so the parties to bilateral
agreements accepted that the Interna¬
tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
an organisation created (1957) under
the aegis of the United Nations, should
be entrusted with the task of

inspecting installations in which the
exported nuclear materials were held.3
The control procedures were, in turn,
the subject of three-sided 'safeguards'
agreements between the IAEA and the
two countries concerned.

The trade relations between indus¬

trial operators were thus developed
within a fairly rigid framework formed
by a series of intergovernmental
arrangements. And in spite of steady
progress towards internationalisation,
this characteristic remains one of the

essential features of the regulation of

nuclear trade today.
Since 1 958, in a regional context,

the European Atomic Energy Commu¬
nity (EURATOM) and the European
Nuclear Energy Agency (now the OECD
Nuclear Energy Agency) have set up
similar systems of control, applying

between their respective member
countries. The EURATOM Treaty also
laid down the foundations for inte¬

grating the atomic programmes of the
members of the Common Market, then

six in number, notably by introducing a
system of joint ownership of nuclear
fuels and by creating a supply

agency.

This increase in international co¬

operation ushered in a change from
bilateral to multilateral legal mechan¬
isms. Coinciding with a degree of
detente in East-West relations which

facilitated a rapprochement between

the US and Soviet policies on disarma¬

ment, the adoption in 1 968 of the NPT
marked a turning point: the Treaty
aimed to replace a patchwork of indi¬

vidual agreements with an integrated
system guaranteeing that nuclear
energy is used for peaceful purposes.
The NPT officially endorsed the central

concept of non-proliferation which, in
practice, seeks to dissuade all coun¬

tries other than the United States, the

USSR, the United Kingdom, France and
China from acquiring nuclear weapons.
(These countries, as it happens, are the
five permanent members of the United
Nations Security Council.)
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Indeed, the NPT explicitly sanctions
the difference in status between

nuclear-weapons states (NWS) and

states without such weapons (NNWS),
assigning them distinct rights and obli¬
gations.

First, the nuclear-weapon states
undertake not to supply other states
with nuclear weapons; they are also
bound actively to pursue negotiations
on general nuclear disarmament. For

their part, the non-nuclear-weapon
states undertake not to acquire nuclear
weapons; in exchange, the Treaty
acknowledges, without discrimination,
their right of access to equipment and
information necessary to develop their
nuclear programmes.

Second, the parties to the Treaty
undertake not to provide any non-
nuclear-weapon state with nuclear

material, fuel or equipment unless it is
subject to IAEA safeguards, thus
helping establish a unified international

system.

From a legal viewpoint, the NPT
made considerable progress. But this
was not enough to create a climate of

confidence between nuclear trading
partnersespecially between the in¬
dustrialised and Third World countries.

And without this confidence, active
co-operation cannot be achieved suc¬

cessfully in this sensitive area.

The 1970s:

The Years of Suspicion

The goal of the governments that
drafted the NPT was to find a satisfac¬

tory solution to the fundamental ques¬
tion raised by the regulation of nuclear
trade: how to formulate a legal frame¬
work which allows international trade

3. Controls take the form of a strict accounting of
materials and physical surveillance of the places in
which they are held, together with direct verifications
carried out by IAEA officials in the nuclear installations

of the states concernedsomething unique in interna¬
tional law at the time.

4. 'Horizontal' proliferation entails an increase in

the number of states that possess nuclear weapons;
'vertical' proliferation involves the build-up of existing
nuclear arsenals.

to flourish while avoiding the risks of
the horizontal4 proliferation of nuclear
weapons. This cherished hope was to
be in part disappointed.

From the outset, the difference in

treatment under the Treaty between
nuclear-weapon states and non-

nuclear-weapon states gave rise to
objections of principle, especially from
developing countries. Inevitably, this
has compromised the Treaty's chances
of being universally accepted. And two

states which have nuclear weapons
(France and China) have still not signed
it. Several others that are thought to be
technically capable of developing nu¬
clear weapons have so far refused to

adhere to the Treaty and their real
intentions remain ambigous, thereby
endangering the credibility of the
system introduced by the Treaty. Sim¬
ilarly, certain incidents, such as the

An IAEA seal opening cutter.

'peaceful' nuclear explosion by India in
1 974 or, more recently, the attack by
Israel in 1981 on an Iraqi atomic
research centre (Iraq being party to the
NPT), have inevitably had a destabil¬
ising effect.

A further objective of the NPTto set
up a sort of charter for international

nuclear co-operationwas also to be

frustrated by commercial rivalry be¬
tween exporting countries, but above
all by growing doubt as to the effec¬
tiveness of the safeguards system
which lies at the very foundation of the
Treaty. Criticism has been levelled in

particular at the fact that acceptance of
the IAEA safeguards is not mandatory,
and that inspections are not automati¬
cally extended to cover all activities of

the nuclear fuel cycle (especially those
carried out by countries autono¬
mously).
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Since some countries refused to

accept that all their activities be sub¬
ject to the controls provided for under
the NPT, a number of industrialised
countries recommended a tightening of
the rules governing trade outside the
framework of the Treaty through inter¬
national co-operation and unilateral
measures.

The London Club
Guidelines

In 1974, a group of industrialised
countries-from both East and West-

took part in confidential discussions in
London (and thus became known as

the 'London Club'). The objectives

were to promote the application of the
NPT safeguards to all nuclear opera¬
tions in the non-nuclear-weapon states

they supplied, to harmonise their poli¬
cies on nuclear exports and to ration¬
alise controls, notably by drawing up a
list of materials and equipment the

transfer of which (including transfer to
countries which are not parties to the
NPT) automatically triggers application
of the IAEA safeguards.5 These discus¬
sions led to the drafting of a sort of
code of good behaviourthe London
Club Guidelines.

Strictly speaking, these guidelines
do not constitute an international

agreement, and so, to give an official
stamp to their commitments, the par¬
ticipating countries chose an original
technique: they give written notifica¬
tion of their undertakings to the Direc¬
tor-General of the IAEA, and he is

responsible for communicating them to
the member states of the Agency. In

addition, the undertakings in question

are incorporated into new bilateral
co-operation agreements which there¬
fore continue to be the essential ele¬

ment of the regulation of nuclear
trade.

This approach increases the effec¬
tiveness of the control of exports and

strengthens the authority of the IAEA
in imposing safeguards. But it has
side-effects. It increases the con

straints on non-nuclear-weapon

states, including those who have
accepted in good faith the restrictions
imposed by the NPT. Moreover, it
provides those countries which, al¬
leging national sovereignty and eco¬
nomic independence, have refused to
adhere to the Treaty, with a good
argument for maintaining this atti¬
tude.

Several countriesthe United

States, Canada and Australia in parti-
cular-nevertheless wished to make the

London Club restrictions stricter yet,

especially on particularly sensitive
operations such as uranium enrichment
and reprocessing and the use of plu¬
tonium. They went on to pass laws
modifying their export policy along
these lines, sometimes even imposing

embargoes.
These unilateral measures, some of

which involving the renegotiation of
existing bilateral agreements, pro¬
voked loud international protests. Sup¬

plies to other advanced nuclear coun¬
tries were particularly affected at a
time when the oil crisis made other

energy sources especially important.
Third-World countries, on the other

hand, were less affected since most of
their programmes were still at an
embryonic stage. Nevertheless, the
effect on some, such as Argentina, was
to reinforce the desire to pursue

nuclear development autonomously.

A Headache

for Industry

These multiple restrictions are also a
source of complication for the nuclear
industryone concrete example being
the prior consent required by various
supplier countries. This gives them a
right to follow up their supplies. In
essence, this procedure consists of
requiring the importer country to
obtain the consent of the country of

origin before proceeding with a series
of specified operations, such as the
retransfer of the imported goods to a
third country, enrichment of uranium

The IAEA double-camera surveillance sy

above a certain degree, the repro¬
cessing of irradiated fuel, and so on.

The effect of these obligations is
often cumulative when several supplier
countries are concerned: uranium ore

from country A is imported by country
B, transformed into fuel in country C,
enriched in country D, reprocessed
after use in country E,... Clearly, this
may give rise to difficulties and delays
for operators required to obtain author¬
isation for each of these steps. How¬

ever, the most recent supply agree¬

ments show a tendency towards a
more flexible approach in this respect,

and more selectivity in the treatment

accorded importing countries.
At the end of the 1970s, such

problems were to persuade the various
parties involved to begin fresh discus¬
sions to establish new rules acceptable
to all.
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its tamper-proof enclosure.

The Return

to Consultation

The first manifestation of this new

approach was when, in 1978, on the
initiative of the United States, a wide-

ranging conference6 was organised,
bringing together all countries with
nuclear interests. These discussions,

conducted over two years, dealt with
the various technical and economic

options available, against the back¬
ground of the quest for international

consensus on non-proliferation. They

settled in part the arguments on some
industrial policies (whether or not to
recycle plutonium, develop fast

breeder reactors, etc.) They also
demonstrated that it was impossible to

have technological 'fixes' to ensure a
strict separation between civil and

military uses of any given nuclear

equipment. Although these discus¬
sions did not produce a tangible result,

they did help improve the atmosphere.
And this improvement allowed the
creation, within the IAEA, in

June 1980, of a Committee on Assu¬

rances of Supply (CAS) which was to
endeavour to find a solution to the

problems the NPT had been unable to
resolve.

As its name suggests, this body was
to try to reconcile effective non-proli¬
feration measures with the assurance

of guaranteed and non-discriminatory
supply. In view of the difficulty of such
a venture it is hardly surprising that the

CAS has not yet succeeded. It has
nevertheless done useful work by for¬

mulating 'principles' which specify
how nuclear materials, equipment and
technology, as well as fuel cycle ser¬
vices, can most securely be supplied
to interested countries in compliance

with non-proliferation requirements. It

has also studied ways of providing
assistance to countries whose supply
might be jeopardised and discussed

how current co-operation agreements
could be reviewed to deal with this

contingency.

As its development shows, interna¬
tional law on nuclear trade is some¬

what uneven in nature, its essential

characteristic being a combination of
government intervention and an imbal¬

ance of status between suppliers and
customers.

There is no doubt that the attempt
made by the NPT, based on the system
of IAEA safeguards, to give this law a
regulatory rather than a purely contrac¬
tual nature should be continued in

order to increase stability and confi¬
dence in trade.

5. Here the London Club drew on the work of the

Zangger Committee, a committee formed in 1 970 of

experts from NPT signatory countries.

6. The Conference was entitled 'International

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation' (INFCE).

7. United Nations Conference for the Promotion of

International Co-operation in the Peaceful Uses of

Nuclear Energy, 1987.

And, with hindsight, it is clear that
the NPT has proved effective on one

essential point: for twenty years, no

country has assumed the heavy poli¬
tical responsibility of announcing that it
had acquired an atomic weapon. But

such satisfaction is tempered when it is
borne in mind that several states have

not officially renounced the military
option. Should a single one of them
defy the ban, the consequences for the
whole non-proliferation efidice could

be extremely serious.
Furthermore, the appearance on the

nuclear market of emerging nuclear
suppliers, mostly from the Third

World, raises, especially in times of
fierce economic competition, an impor¬
tant question: will their new status be

enough to convince these countries,

several of which are not party to the
NPT, to subscribe to the strict non-

proliferation standards supported by
the industrialised nations?

As for the other aspect of the debate

on nuclear tradesecurity of supply
the somewhat disappointing results of
the recent United Nations conference

on nuclear energy7 show that, in spite
of the progress made, the contradic¬

tions in the regulation of nuclear trade
have still not been entirely reconciled.
As Jean Giraudoux said, the law is one

of the greatest teachers of imagina¬
tion. It is to be hoped that lawyers will
prove him right.
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A Vintage Year
for

International Tourism

Louise Allard

OOECD receipts from interna¬
tional tourism increased in

1 987 by 24% to $1 1 4.2 billion
(excluding revenues from passenger
transport), representing a 6% advance
in real terms. The biggest gains were

recorded by countries in the Pacific
region: their combined receipts in real
terms climbed by 29% on average.

This generally healthy performance
in 1 987 came after a meagre 1 % real
increase in receipts in 1986, when

terrorist incidents in Europe, the Cher¬

nobyl nuclear accident and the sharp
drop in the value of the dollar discour¬

aged travellers to Europe. In 1986,

indeed, tourist receipts in European
countries fell by 2% in real terms and,
in 1 987, with a 5% rise, they increased
by less than the OECD average. Sharp
rises were reported by Turkey (28%)
and Portugal (18%).

The surge in the international re¬
venues of the OECD tourist industry in
1 987 was, however, surpassed by the
increase in expenditure abroad by

OECD tourists. They spent $1 23.8 bil¬
lion on their vacations in 1987, 30%

more than the year before, although
much of this rise can be ascribed to the

depreciation of the US dollar, which
last year fell by between 5% and 1 7%

OECD countries earned

more from international

tourism in 1987 than ever

before. After the lean year

of 1986, figures just
released by the OECD

show grounds for
optimism.1 But while

much has been achieved in

the liberalisation of travel

allowances, the visa

restrictions of many
member countries still

present an obstacle to

future growth.

against the currencies of European
countries. The result was a sharp jump
in the overall deficit on the OECD's

tourism account to almost $10 billion

from $2.6 billion in 1986.

There was a 7% increase in the

numbers of visitors to OECD countries

in 1987, up from 3% in 1986, with
only Canada recording a drop (of 4%).
In Canada's case the comparison with

1986 is misleading: its 'Expo 86'
brought an exceptional 19% jump in
the number of visitors that year com¬
pared to the OECD average that year.
The biggest gains between 1985 and
1987 were achieved by the countries

of Southern Europe and the Pacific,
with Portugal recording a 22% jump,
Spain 17%, Greece 15%, Yugoslavia
12%, and Australia and Japan both
17%.

Using length of stay as the yard¬
stick, 1 5 out of 1 6 countries for which

data are available recorded reductions

in 1 987. And bucking the trend against
all economic logic, tourists from the

United States increased their length of
stay by 15% on average, despite the
depreciation of the dollar.

But measured by the number of
nights spent by tourists in all forms of
accommodation, the results were

mixed. While Turkey, Ireland and the

United Kingdom registered sharp
increases (of 40%, 19% and 11%

Louise Allard specialises in international tourism in the

in the OECD Directorate for Financial, Fiscal and

Enterprise Affairs.
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respectively), four other European
countries saw a decline for the second

year running-Denmark (down by 8%
from the 1985 figure), Sweden (5%),
the Netherlands (3%) and Switzerland
(2%).

The deregulation of international air
transport has given consumers wider
choice with, on the whole, lower
fares.2 For carriers the result was a

sharp increase in traffic in 1 987, when

airlines in countries belonging to the
International Civil Airline Organisation
carried 1,037 million passengers alto¬
gether, 8% up on 1986; that increase
was mostly due to international traffic,
which was 1 3% up. The North Atlantic
route recorded the biggest growth.

Protectionist barriers to tourism are

generally considered low in compar¬
ison with those to trade in other

services. Further liberalisation is none¬

theless desirable: international tourism

has a high potential for growth, it earns
foreign currency, it keeps people work-
ing-and it contributes to under¬

standing of nation by nation. That is
why the OECD Tourism Committee is

working towards a regular programme
of review and assessment of govern¬
ment measures, the aim being to
remove all obstacles to development.»

1 . Report on Tourism Policy and International
Tourism in OECD Member Countries, OECD Pub¬
lications, Paris, 1988.

2. See Eric Lacey, 'Flying in the Face of Competi¬
tion', The OECD Observer, No. 153, August/Sep¬
tember 1988.
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Perestroi ka in Energy
The Soviet Union

and Eastern Europe

Randolf Grànzer

Recent years have seen important reforms in some of the centrally planned
economies (CPEs). The expected result is an increased diversity of

economic systems. But energy shortages and investment requirements
could obstruct further reform in most of these countries. The first of two

articles examines energy prospects for the Soviet Union and other
countries associated with the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance

(CMEA or COMECON); the second, in a subsequent issue,
will deal with China.

*

i

:

-

The Soviet Union has the largest reserve of natural gas in the world <38%hbut the nearest customers are 2,500 miles away.
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In its relation to the rest of the world,

the CPE area is relatively self-suffi¬
cient in energy and even, in spite of

some domestic shortages, a net

exporter of energy. In relation to the
size of indigenous annual production
(2,800 million tons of oil equivalent
(mtoe) or 35% of world production)
and consumption (2,600 mtoe or 33%
of world consumption), the net exports
of 200 mtoe per year appear relatively
small.

But these exports are important for

the energy supply of the rest of the
world, and their future availability is
uncertain. The Soviet Union and China

make up almost the entire CPE net
export. And it could disappear rapidly if
the reforms currently underway in the
communist world succeed in gener¬

ating stronger domestic demand
growth, or if technical or financial
problems put a lid on domestic
supply.

The Advent

of Perestroïka

The Soviet Union has very close

energy links with other CMEA mem¬
bers (Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
the German Democratic Republic

(GDR), Hungary, Mongolia, Poland,
Rumania, Vietnam). Half of all Soviet

exports to these countries are fuels,
and almost all their energy imports
come from the Soviet Union. The

energy prospects for the CMEA area
are therefore determined to a large

extent by those for the Soviet Union.
The energy sector of the Soviet

Union is huge, and it is one of the major
targets of Mikhail Gorbachev's pere¬
stroïka policies. It absorbs almost 40%
of total net investment of the industrial

sector. The efficiency gains which

perestroika aims at could be substan¬
tial, and several aspects of the pro¬

gramme have an immediate bearing on
the energy sector:

Randolf Granzer is a staff member of the International

Energy Agency (IEAI at the OECD. He covers energy
matters in non-member countries, and particularly in

the CPE countries.

decentralisation of the administra¬

tion and more discretionary powers for

plant managers are proposed, with the
central authorities being relegated to

more supervisory functions
a full-cost accounting system en¬

ables managers to take investment and
personnel decisions on their own and
makes them responsible for obtaining

funds they may require
central planning of productioni.e.

the share of 'state orders' in total

outputis to be reduced
the price system is to be reformed

and wholesale energy prices are to
increase

joint ventures with western com¬
panies are being encouraged.

To judge from the condition of the
Soviet energy sector after two years of
perestroika, the road to success for
these new policies looks as though it

will be long. By 1985 oil production
had fallen for two consecutive years.

This had never happened in the Soviet
Union before, and in view of the age of
the main oil fields and of Soviet pro¬

duction techniques a further decline
seemed likely. But Mr Gorbachev, not
more than a year after his nomination,
took drastic action. He dismissed the

oil minister, reorganised the system of
mobile repair crews for oil rigs, and
forced the pace of increased produc¬
tion from smaller, more recent fields.

And at least in the short term, growth

in oil production has been restored.

Oil

At 12.7 million barrels per day (mbd)
(624 million tons per year), the Soviet
Union is the biggest oil producer in the
world (the United States is second,

with 10 mbd (460 million tons per

Table 1

WORLDWIDE ENERGY PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION, 1987

million tons of oil equivalent (mtoe)

Solid

Fuels
Oil

Natural

Gas

Nuclear

Elecricity

Hydro and
Other

Primary

Electricity

Total

Soviet Union

Production 364.0 625.0 601.0 42.7 50.0 1,682.7

Consumption 349.0 433.0 523.0 42.7 47.5 1,395.2

China1

Production 515.7 134.0 12.1 0.0 27.1 688.9

Consumption 510.2 102.9 12.1 0.0 27.1 652.3

Other CPEs2

Production 309.3 16.2 45.5 14.9 16.3 402.2

Consumption 305.4 110.2 73.7 14.9 18.1 522.3

OECD

Production 913.0 805.0 635.0 317.0 255.0 2,925.0

Consumption 920.0 1,644.0 715.0 317.0 255.0 3,851.0

Others

Production 587.9 1,410.4 232.9 23.2 162.6 2,417.0

Consumption 593.6 596.4 180.0 23.2 163.4 1,556.6

World

Production 2,689.9 2,990.6 1,526.5 397.8 511.0 8,115.8

Consumption 2,678.2 2,886.5 1,503.8 397.8 511.1 7,977.4

1 . The data for China include only 1 5% of all non-commercial fuels produced and consumed-the remainder is
not yet covered by regular reporting systems.
2. Centrally planned economies, excluding Albania and Yugoslavia.

Source: IEA estimates based on 1986 data in IEA World Energy Database.
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AN ENERGY MAP OF THE SOVIET UNION

Oil and gas exploration
Coal reserves

Hydro-electric Power Stations (2,000 MW and above)
Operational

O Under construction

Nuclear Power Stations

3,000 MW and above
G 1,500-3,000 MW

year)). It has over 60 billion barrels of
proven recoverable resources.

Ever since the beginning of the
Soviet oil boom in the 1 970s,

increases in production have been kept

marginally ahead of increases in
domestic consumption. The share of

export oil in total oil production rose
slowly to the present (1 987) record of
30% (186 million tons).

But there is doubt that this trend can

continue. Production is levelling off
because of rising marginal costs and

the declining production of aging major
fields. A new 'supergiant' field found
near the Caspian Sea could postpone
an overall decline of supply by probably

only a few years.
Moreover, it is far from certain that

domestic oil consumption can be re¬

strained at present levels. It will require
more efficient oil use and increased

substitution of oil by coal, nuclear

power and natural gas. Approximately
84 million tons of oil were used in

1987 to generate thermal electricity
and heat. If most of this oil were

replaced by other fuels, present oil
exports to OECD countries (about

80 million tons) could be almost

doubled.

Refitting oil-fired power plants for

coal is generally neither economic nor

practical, and a switch to natural gas is

a much more economic proposition.

But this requires pipeline supply and
storage facilities, seasonal storage in
particular. Some progress has been
made. From 1 981 to 1 987 the annual

oil consumption for public electricity

and heat generation fell by 30 mtoe, or
26% of the 1 981 total. Two-thirds of

the savings have been absorbed by
increased demand in other sectors of

the economy, notably in the chemical
industry and in the transport sector.
Overall oil consumption dropped by
only 9 mtoe, or 2% (the OECD figure is
11%).

It is highly likely that Mr Gorbachev
will try to continue the policy of at least

Table 2

ENERGY PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION IN THE SOVIET UNION

Production

mtoe

Solid

Fuel
Oil

Natural

Gas

Nuclear

Electricity
Hydro-

Electricity
Total

1980 389 604 360 17 42 1,411

1987 364 625 601 43 50 1,682

Annual Change
% -1.0 + 0.5 + 7.6 + 14.2 + 2.5 + 2.5

Consommation

mtoe

Solid

Fuels
Oil

Natural

Gas
Primary Electricity Total

1980 375 447 314 5 7 1,194

1987 349 433 523 9 0 1,396

Annual Change
/o -1.0 0.5 + 7.6 +ei.7 + 2.3

Source : IEA World Enerç y Database.
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maintaining oil exports to the West.

Export earnings are crucial to finance
the import of the high technology

equipment required to upgrade the

quality of Soviet manufacturing, and
alternative earnings through large-
scale manufacturing exports are not

yet in sight.

Natural Gas

A key to the Soviet Union's energy
future is found in natural gas. The

USSR not only possesses the largest
known reserves in the world (38% of

the global total), but total production
and transportation costs are still rela¬

tively low. In the current five-year plan
(1986-1990), gas production is ex¬
pected to rise by 6% a year, as
compared to 1 % for oil and coal. In
1 987, the share of gas in total energy

production, at 36%, was almost as
large as that of oil (37%). Gas in
general lends itself less readily to

export than oil. Soviet gas in particular
must be piped over 4000 km from
Western Siberia to the nearest clients

in Eastern and Western Europe.

The investments necessary for pipe¬
lines can be justified only if long-term

export contracts with foreign buyers
are available. But for reasons of

security West European customers
prefer to diversify their imports and will

continue to take part of their gas
requirements from Norway, the

Netherlands, and Algeria even if Soviet
gas becomes marginally cheaper than
that of its competitors. Where possi¬

ble, existing domestic Soviet oil con¬
sumption is being replaced with gas,
and much new energy demand is also

being met by natural gas.

Coal

Soviet coal production is shifting from
the aging deep mines in the Donbass
area to new large-scale mines in
Siberia and Central Asia (Kansk

Achinsk and Ekibastuz). The new sites

offer more opportunities for open-cast

mining. Unfortunately, the quality of
the coal is inferior to Donbass coal, and

difficulties of transport to the industrial
centres of European Russia are severe.

Some electricity is produced at the
mouth of the mines and then trans¬

ported over long distances ('coal by
wire') to the industrial centres.

Electricity

Since 1970, electricity production has

been growing at an annual rate of
4.9%, compared with an increase in
total energy production of only 3.5%.
The high priority given to electricity has

been fully recognised by the govern¬
ment in its long-term energy pro¬

gramme. At 5,745 hours per year, the
utilisation rate of thermal power plants

is 45% higher than the OECD aver¬

age.

Officially, the plan for nuclear power
still calls for production of 390 tera-
watthours (Twh) by 1 990which
would be 20% of total electricity
demand. (In the OECD in 1 986, 22% of

total demand for electricity was pro¬
duced by nuclear installations). But the
Chernobyl accident and earlier con¬

struction delays kept the volume of
Soviet nuclear production to only
187 Twh in 1987, or 11% of total

electricity production.
On the huge rivers of Siberia the

Soviet Union possesses some of the
largest hydro-electric power stations

of the world. In theory, four to five
times as many could still be installed.
But these cheap sources of energy are

far away from the consumer, and the

high capital costs of the stations would

be exacerbated by costly transmission.

Before the Chernobyl accident nuclear

energy was expected to provide 20%
of total electricity production in 1 990.
But in 1 987 it provided only 1 1 %.
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The general capital shortage of the
CPE countries has created particularly

severe problems in the highly capital-

intensive energy sectors. Capital short¬

ages in the gas sector were slightly less
dramatic because of the benefits of

long-term barter deals under which
West European pipeline systems were

imported in exchange for Soviet natural
gas. The situation in the oil sector is the
most critical. Because of the declining

output in the fields with the cheapest

production, marginal capital costs are

escalating steeply. The additional
investment required to maintain pre¬
sent production drains an increasing

amount of resources away from the
new manufacturing activities which
have been selected as the principal

vehicles to carry forward the modern¬
isation of the Soviet economy.

Who is Investing
in USSR Energy?

The Soviet Union is still reticent

about permitting foreign participation
in oil exploration and development.
Only in the petrochemical sector has

some progress been made. By far the
largest foreign investment project in
the country (US$5bn) is a petrochem¬
ical plant being built near the Caspian
Sea by a consortium of American,
Italian and Japanese firms. Two more

projects are under discussion.
With 1 .08 tons of oil equivalent used

per US$1,000 of real GDP the energy
intensity of the Soviet Union is more

than twice the OECD average of
0.43 (box). And Soviet energy intensity
has hardly declined since 1 980. The
OECD average fell from 0.50 to 0.43.

Open Criticism
of Inefficiency

OECD countries have, more than the
Soviet Union, restructured their econ¬

omies towards modern, less energy-
intensive industries. But this change
does not explain the whole difference.
Studies by the International Energy
Agency1 have shown that less than a
third of the reduction in the energy

intensity of IEA countries can be attri¬

buted to structural changes; the rest is

the result of better management and
more energy-efficient equipment.

Since glasnost, the Soviet press has
become much more openly critical of

the performance of the country in
energy saving. Results in western

countries are now given as references.
In his speeches Mr Gorbachev fre¬

quently uses the calculation of Soviet

MEASURING

ENERGY INTENSITY

Energy intensity statistics are ob¬
tained by dividing GNP into Total Pri¬
mary Energy Requirements (TPER).
When energy intensities are compared
over time, GDP in constant prices is
used. The units chosen here are billion

1980 US dollars for GDP, and million

tons of oil equivalents for TPER.

Comparisons of energy intensities
between OECD and CPE countries can

only be made in approximate terms.
Official data from CPE countries on

energy and economic activity have to be
adjusted with a certain amount of guess¬
work in order to make them comparable
to OECD standards.

Official data for total energy con¬
sumption in CPE countries are often

based on unknown, and possibly incon¬
sistent, heat equivalents of different
fuels.

Data for GDP in constant prices in
CPE countries are not published in
eastern sources. They can be estimated
by western analysts only on the basis of
official data on Net Material Product

(NMP). NMP measures less economic

activity than GDP. It does not cover

value added by certain 'non-productive'
services (public service, banking, etc.),
and it covers net investment (after

depreciation) instead of gross invest¬
ment.

The official exchange rates applied to
obtain GDP in US dollars probably
introduce some distortions because

they usually attribute a higher dollar
value to eastern currencies than the

market value would be. In the case of

energy intensity, therefore, more real¬

istic exchange rates would most likely
yield even higher energy intensities.

scientists that the money required to
produce one more ton of energy could
be invested in energy-saving tech¬
niques to yield a saving of three times
that amount.

The most cost-effective and swift¬

est measures are those which require

improved plant management. But the

effects of energy rationing and of
appeals to the professional and ideo¬

logical ethics of managers in the Soviet
Union are, so far, uncertain. Further

material incentives (and fines) and a

general reform of prices which may
come in the early 1 990s are being
counted upon to improve matters.

False Signals
from Prices

The relative prices of energy in the
Soviet Union are far below those of

western countries. A genuine reform of
prices would have to raise them con¬

siderably to induce energy savings. So
far concern about inflationand pos¬
sible social unresthas kept the new

leadership from using this most effi¬

cient tool of energy saving.

Under the present system energy
saving does work when a standard

technology, in nationwide use, is

improved under the direct responsi¬

bility of a particular ministry. But pro¬
gress by decree appears to be offset by

wastage in other activities where the

central authorities cannot implement

savings so easily.

The Environment

after Chernobyl
Official Soviet concern for the envi¬

ronment dates back almost as far as

that voiced in the west. What is new

since the Chernobyl accident and the
birth of glasnost is the growing weight
of public opinion. This development
applies less to air pollution, for which
data have been released sparsely (total
sulphur oxide (SOx) emissions in 1 980
were 16 million tons) and more to

protection of the ecology from the
effects of large hydro-power projects
and, of course, to protection against
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nuclear risks. In both instances, groups

of local citizens have reportedly man¬

aged to delay or even cancel some
projects.

Energy
in other CMEA Countries

Eastern Europe as a whole is poor in

domestic oil and gas resources. The
share of coal in total domestic energy
production is, at 74%, even higher
than in China (73%). 2 At the end of

World War II, both Eastern and

Western Europe had to rely predomi¬

nantly on domestic energy resources
basically coal. While Western Europe

took full advantage of cheap oil
imports in the 1 950 and '60s, Eastern

Europe had to wait until oil and gas
became available from the Soviet

Union in the early '70s. Western
Europe also developed a domestic oil

and gas base which at present provides

28% of total energy consumption.
Nuclear and hydro power provide

another 18%. Only 14% is met
through domestic coal production.

Eastern Europe can only cover 1 4%
of its energy requirements with
domestic oil and gas, and only 6% with
primary electricity. Oil and gas imports
from the Soviet Union (over 30% of

total energy consumption) are re¬
stricted and may well become more so
in the future. East Europe therefore
must meet 57% of total energy
demand through domestic coal pro¬
duction, which is concentrated in Cze¬

choslovakia, the GDR and Poland.

Their combined output in terms of heat

equivalents has declined since 1985.

The energy intensity of the East
European economies is almost as high
as that of the Soviet Union. On aver¬

age, it has improved slightly, from
0.94 toe per US$1,000 in 1980 to
0.92 in 1986, ranging between 0.59
for Hungary to 1.20 for Bulgaria. In

Western Europe, the average energy
intensity in 1986 was 0.34, with the
lowest rates for Denmark and Switzer¬

land (0.25) and the highest for Turkey
(0.55). Climate cannot explain the
wide disparity between the two

Coal supplies nearly three-quarters of all the energy produced in Eastern Europe.

groups. If it did, the Scandinavian
countries would have much higher

intensities than they do (Sweden 0.39,
Norway 0.38, Finland 0.49).

As a result of the dominance of coal

in their energy supplies, and its rela¬
tively low calorific value, the East
European countries have been burning
more tons of coal (872 million in 1 986)

than the Soviet Union (715 million) or

Western Europe (51 4 million). The
domestic and international environ¬

mental consequences are serious.

Soviet energy policy faces a
dilemma. The maintenance of supply

and exports is a prerequisite for the
modernisation and acceleration of

growth so urgently required in the
economy. But, simultaneously, the
increasingly large amounts of capital
required to secure energy production at
present volumes diverts from other key

parts of the economy funds required
for other urgent economic objectives.
Increased efficiency in the production
and use of energy is thus mandatory.

This is where precisely perestroika
aims at changes. OECD countries have

1 Energy Conservation in IEA Countries. OECD
Publications, Paris, 1987.

2. The non-European full and associated CMEA
members (Cuba, Mongolia, North Korea, Vietnam) are
less industrialised than the European members;

energy issues are therefore less urgent elements of
their economic plans than in the European CMEA
countries.

demonstrated that technical possibili¬

ties for energy savings do exist.
Other CMEA countries also have

reason for concern about energy. Their
domestic resource base is insufficiently
diverse, and under the conditions that

are currently foreseeable, efforts to¬
wards increased efficiencies will have

to be concentrated on consumption.

But effective energy conservation will
require more efficient management

techniques than those traditionally
demonstrated by central planning
authorities in Eastern Europe. And

reform in energy prices is required at
the outset.
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The Consumer

and the Plastic Card

Daryl I. Maddern

With the revolution in retail

banking in the 1960s,

brought about by the mas¬
sive expansion of branch networks in

many countries, the private consumer
became an increasingly important cus¬

tomer. A growing proportion of the
population opened bank accounts at a

time when disposable incomes and

household assets were rising rapidly.
Consumers were becoming increas¬
ingly aware of the value of their money,
and the banks responded by creating
new products, especially in consumer
credit.

Computerisation kept the explosion
in the volume of bank transactions

manageable. The automation of the

banking industry, in its first phase,
concerned only internal operations and

did not directly affect customers,
although it certainly benefited them.
But the latest developments in elec¬

tronic banking entail the active partici¬
pation of customers. Electronic fund

transfer (EFT) systems confront them
with cash dispensers (CDs) and auto¬
mated teller machines (ATMs) when

they go to their banks so that they
require less and less the services of a

bank clerk. And when they go shop¬
ping, consumers will increasingly be
asked to present their plastic card to a
point-of-sale terminal (EFTPOS) and
key in their personal identification num¬
ber (PIN), so that they will make less and
less use of cash and cheques.

The plastic money card offers
benefits to consumers,

bankers and retailers alike.

But as well as being
convenient to use, plastic

cards can be easy to lose,
steal and, in some cases,

duplicate while cash

dispensers, automated teller

machines and point-of-sale
terminals can break down or

make mistakes. A recent

OECD report1 claims that the
consumer is often poorly

protected from the

consequences of such

incidents, especially as the

banks themselves lay down
the rules and establish (and

modify) the conditions of use
for the cards they issue.

Whatever the system of payment

traditionally preferred in individual

countries, EFT presents genuine ad¬
vantages and is likely to become the

most popular system in the majority of
them. Yet consumer surveys have

shown that the general public in all
OECD countries is relatively satisfied
with the banking and payment services
currently available, both in countries

where cheques are the most common

medium of payment (France, Italy, the
United Kingdom, the United States,
Canada and Australia) and those where

giro systems are the norm (Germany,
Switzerland, the Netherlands and

Scandinavian countries).
CDs and ATMs are now neverthe¬

less a well-established and accepted
part of the banking landscape in all of

them. EFTPOS systems are, for the
most part, still confined to trial opera¬
tions in specific retail sectors but their

more widespread use is being hindered
not so much by consumer resistance as

by disagreement between many banks
and retailers over how to share the

costs and benefits of installing and
operating point-of-sale payment sys¬
tems. 'Remote area banking' (home
banking, for example), the most
sophisticated electronic banking tech¬
nology, is not yet in general use among
non-commercial customers and its

future depends on the cost and devel¬

opment of videotex systems in indi¬
vidual countries.2

Daryl I. Maddern is Senior Assistant Secretary of the
Federal Bureau of Consumer Affairs in the Attorney
General's Department in Canberra, Australia. He is

Chairman of the Working Party on Consumers and
Banking of the OECD Committee on Consumer

Policy.
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The rapid introduction of EFT sys¬
tems despite the apparent satisfaction
of most consumers (and most retailers)

with existing arrangements raises the
question of who will benefit from the
new technology. The major benefici¬
aries, of course, are the banks pro¬

moting EFT. They will derive substan¬
tial benefits from the reduced costs of

processing paperless transactions and
the increased efficiency of the imme¬

diate electronic debiting and crediting
of accounts. The retail industry, too,

stands to gain considerably through
improved stock management, auto¬

mated warehousing and distribution,
streamlined check-out procedures and

direct-debit payment using plastic
cards (which is both more rapid and

cuts down on non-payment because of

bouncing cheques).

Consumer Choice

in Payment

There are advantages for consumers

as well. They have access to EFT
facilities across a wide geographical
area 24 hours a day, seven days a
week; they should find they have
increased choice among alternative

methods of payments and competing

financial institutions; and with the con¬

venience and relative security of being
able to pay with plastic they are less
exposed to the risk of having cash and
cheques stolen.

Little research has been conducted

into consumer dealings with EFT sys¬
tems, but in the United States, where

about half the adult population has

used ATMs, some 50% said they
preferred doing business with human

tellers. People appear to be quite
happy to withdraw cash from ma¬
chines but seem more inclined to

deposit cash with human tellers.

According to consumer organisations,
people express the most satisfaction

with payment systems where different
options are available to them. So it

cannot be argued that consumers
prefer paper-based systems to elec¬

tronic ones, but it is evident that they

resist change when it is unilaterally
imposed on them without alternative.

A Fair Deal

from the Banks?

The introduction of EFT systems
raises a number of questions about the

regulatory environment and the con¬
tractual relations between banks and

their customers. For instance, is the

legal framework for paper-based sys¬
tems of payment adequate to deal with

the specific features of EFT technology
(such as liability for computer failure,
computer crime and the protection of
privacy)? Are consumer organisations
able to participate effectively in self-
regulatory systems and/or should they
be consulted in government-led pro¬
cesses for establishing the rules? Are

there effective procedures for settling
disputes?

At present, although banking is tra¬
ditionally a highly regulated sector in
all OECD countries, those regulatory

regimes were not designed to apply to
EFT systems. Only three member
countries have specific legislation cov¬
ering EFTthe United States, Denmark
and Norway. On the other hand, in
most countries the authorities have

held talks with the banking industry
and, in some cases, consumer repre¬

sentatives about the problems raised

by EFT, and some countries have
implemented forms of self-regulation

by the industry.
But it is unanimously agreed that the

development of electronic payment

systems should be closely monitored
to prevent any damage to the usually

satisfactory relationship between
banks and consumers. That relation¬

ship is mainly governed by contracts
between the bank and the individual

...and to lose

customer, but, given the experience,

legal knowledge and unequal bar¬
gaining power of the bank as the
service provider, it is in effect the bank

that lays down the contractual terms
and conditions. The inequality of that

relationship has prompted some of the
OECD countries that have not intro¬

duced specific legislation at least to

take steps to safeguard the interests of
consumers by establishing the 'rules of
the game'.

1 . Electronic Funds Transfer: Plastic Cards and

the Consumer, OECD Publications, Paris, forth¬

coming spring 1989.

2. See 'Videotex Systems Take Off', The OECD
Observer, No. 152, June/July 1988.
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The central concern is to determine

the respective liability of banks and
consumers in the event of malfunction

or fraud. Apart from the plastic card,

the payment system is entirely in the
hands of the bank (or telecommunica¬

tions firms) and its various hardware
and software elements can malfunc¬

tion or fail on occasions like any other
system. CDs and ATMs may (and often
do) run out of cash, they may not

Home banking...

provide the amount of cash requested

while debiting the full amount, or they

may simply not initiate the transaction
requested. And plastic cards are easily
lost, stolen and, sometimes, counter¬

feited, and they may be used many
times before the incident is recorded by

the issuing bank and steps are taken to
prevent their further misuse.

Strictly
Limited Liability

Some marketing practices can en¬
gender particular problems of liability.

Mailing unsolicited cards creates addi¬
tional risks of misuse, theft and fraud,
and also contributes to an indiscrimi¬

nate proliferation of bank cards that
are made available to the general

public. The issuing of cards and PINs to
minors without obtaining the previous

permission of parents is generating
special concern, since the recipients
may not be aware of the possible
consequences and their parents cannot

assume responsibility if they are not
informed.

Rules determining and limiting the
liability of consumers in the event of
unauthorised EFT operations are a
basic consumer demand. Provisions to

that effect are at the heart of legislation
covering EFT systemswhere it exists.
In several countries, though, the con¬
tracts imposed by banks put the

burden of proof entirely on the con¬
sumer. While such provisions are often

not applied to the letter, for reasons of

public relations and general marketing

policy, consumers are clearly dissatis¬
fied with the total discretion of the

service provider over the treatment of

legitimate complaints. They would

prefer a system, voluntary or other¬
wise, which defines a reasonable allo¬

cation of responsibilities, sets ceilings
to liability and establishes formal,

accessible procedures for handling
consumer complaints. Obviously, lia¬
bility for fraud and malfunction should
not lie with the consumer, and the

means of notifying loss made as easy
as possible; and once any loss has
been notified to the bank, the con¬

sumer ought to be absolved of any
further liability. The OECD report
makes a number of recommendations

to this end.

As well as laying down the initial
terms of contracts, banks also reserve

the right to change them unilaterally,
claiming that conditions have to be

sufficiently flexible to take account of

technical and commercial develop¬
ments and that it would be too costly
to notify customers of changes. That
may be true for minor modifications,

but there are undoubtedly cases where
customers would then wish to recon¬

sider the continuation of a business

relationship with their bank. Prior

notification of important changes, par¬
ticularly those which impose or
increase costs, and an indication of the

options available to the consumer are

essential for the transparency and fair

ness of contractual relations between

banks and their customers.

A proper system for handling com¬

plaints and resolving errors and dis¬
putes is another reasonable consumer

demand. Although most cases can be
settled between customers and their

banks, an independent and expeditious
settlement mechanism is required for
other disputes where consumers
cannot afford (and should not be

expected to pay for) costly and pro¬
tracted legal proceedings. The Banking
Ombudsman scheme created in the

United Kingdom is an example that

deserves to be considered by other
countries, although alternative ap¬

proaches could be equally effective.

Full Information

on Costs and Conditions

Because they do away with paper¬
work and signatures, EFT systems
create a new and unknown problema

lack of documentary evidence. Partly
to provide evidence of EFT operations,
banks should issue periodic statements

to enable consumers to keep track of
their transactions and to allow them to

lodge complaints about any anomalies

or errors. Practices vary widely from
country to country and in some the

legal status of these statements as
court evidence is unclear.

A fundamental prerequisite in any
event is that consumers be aware of

their rights and obligations. Knowledge
of contractual terms and conditions for

using bank cards is essential if con¬
sumers are able to make both an

informed choice and the best use of

EFT services. In particular, the cost of
using cards and any credit facilities

that go with them must be clearly
indicated. Banks could use the consid¬

erable advertising material they pro¬
duce for their customers to inform and
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educate them about the use and the

cost of banking services.

The costs associated with changes

in bank practices and payment sys¬
tems are a primary concern of

consumers. Traditional payment oper¬

ations are still carried out very cheaply
or free of charge in many countries,

although such transactions carry
hidden costs that the consumers will

bear finally even though they are not
directly billed for them. One big fear is
that consumers may be persuaded to
use a service which is first offered free

but for which they might be charged

heavily once they have become depen¬
dent on it. And EFT systems are so

efficient and rapid that they wipe out
the period of grace required to process

transactions in a cheque-based sys¬
tem so-called 'float'that con¬

sumers currently enjoy. It has been

argued that banks ought to compen¬
sate customers for that loss by paying
interest on current accounts, which
have not hitherto been interest-bear¬

ing.
There are conflicting views about

the impact that EFT will have on the

number and operation of bank
branches, and on consumer access to

traditional methods of payment. The
banks themselves are alarmed at the

prospect of other organisations, such
as large retailers and mail-order com¬

panies, taking over more and more
financial functions. In the retail sector,
it was at first assumed that the new

technology would favour large retail

outlets, but the prospect of hardware
suitable for small shops means that the
impact of EFT on the structure of

retailing may not be that powerful.

Burning Holes
in your Pocket?

For consumers, the overriding con¬
sideration is to retain maximum choice

in both how they shop and how they
pay. Yet there are worries about

offering consumers new financial facil¬

ities that may permit, or encourage,

them to go into debt. The apparently

continuous growth in consumer in

debtedness in many countries is not in
itself a problem so long as consumers'
assets increase in value commensu-

rately and the capacity to pay off loans
exists. But the number of consumer

bankruptcies is increasing, and al¬

though available evidence suggests
that phenomenon is not entirely attri¬

butable to EFT and mainly concerns
long-term loans (as for house pur¬
chase), the ready availability and
aggressive advertising of bank cards
that give access to easy money and

high-cost credit may intensify financial
difficulties if such marketing efforts are

not accompanied by controls which
establish the creditworthiness of cus¬

tomers. The mere substitution of

plastic for cash and cheques may

complicate domestic financial manage¬
ment and make it more difficult for

households to balance their income

and outgoings.

Protecting Privacy
at Home and Abroad

Computerisation should enable

banks and credit institutions to keep a

closer and more up-to-date eye on
individuals' financial operations, and

thus to prevent customers from falling
too far into debt. But that raises the

problem of protecting privacy and

safeguarding the confidentiality of
electronically stored data, which can

be retrieved and analysed much more

easily than before. EFTPOS systems in
particular enable individual consump¬
tion habits to be identified and are thus

wide open to abuse.
There is also an international dimen¬

sion to the problems connected with
EFT systems, since consumers increas¬

ingly use their cards for purchasing
goods and services abroad. Interna¬

tional purchasing and payment opera¬

tions call for agreement on the legal
relationship between payment and
purchase transactions, on the handling

of complaints and on the exchange
rates to be applied. Adequate

arrangements have to be worked out
internationally within bank-card net¬
works to protect the interests of users,

Burning holes in your pocket.

and the European Community for one is

working on a draft directive to esta¬
blish a common framework of rights

and obligations.

an

These are the main concerns raised

by the advent of computerisation in

banking and the astonishing swiftness
in communication that it has brought

with it. A framework of rights and
obligations will do much to safeguard
consumers from the difficulties that

may come hand-in-hand with the ben¬
efits of the banking revolution. But any
such code of conduct must remain

adaptable: computer technology is
making such rapid progress that a

framework drawn up too rigidly runs
the risk of becoming rapidly out of
date.
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Yugoslavia in Crisis
How Can

Technology Help?
Jean-Eric Aubert

Inexpensive measures-quality circles, productivity groups, training, incentives and so onshould flourish in a system based on self-

management. But that demands more economic realism and more social responsibility.
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The effects of Yugoslavia's at¬
tempt to promote scientific and

technological development,

however significant for its economic

recovery, will be felt only in the

medium and long term. More imme¬
diate and tangible results can be

obtained by motivating the workforce,
changing attitudes to quality and pro¬

ductivity, and adopting sounder man¬
agement practices.

Self-Management
and Innovation

Yugoslavia's poor economic perfor¬
mance is primarily attributable to the

continued operation of unprofitable
enterprises and the 'socialisation' of
their losses. The federal government
has drawn up plans for closing or

restructuring loss-making businesses

and giving competition a more promi¬
nent role in the economyfor instance,

by allowing private small businesses to
take on more than ten employees. But
these measures are meeting stubborn

resistance, particularly from local
interest groups whose first priority is to
protect jobs at any price.

Yugoslav society is a pyramid, with
a bottom layer of 'basic organisations
of associated labour' (within enter¬

prises) and higher layers of more com¬
plex organisationslocally, regionally
and nationally. The delegation of
powers within this system is intended
to give a voice to all those involved in a
particular activity and to ensure full
participation by employees in the plan¬
ning, decision-making and manage¬
ment of their enterprises.

If this system could be made eco¬
nomically more realistic and socially
more responsible, more efficient man¬

agement methods could be adopted
and generalised, and workers encour¬

aged to co-operate in improving pro¬
duction through quality circles, produc¬
tivity groups, invention and export
rewards, training incentives, and so on.

Jean-Eric Aubert is responsible for science, techno¬
logy and innovation policy reviews in the OECD
Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry.

Inflation in Yugoslavia is
running at over 200% a
year. Unemployment is

rising. Production is falling.
The country is heavily in
debt (US$20 bn). 1 As a
result social tensions and

disturbances are disrupting
a country composed of
separate republics and

autonomous provinces.

This is the background
against which the Yugoslav

Federal Government

requested the OECD to

examine the potential role

of science, technology and
innovation policy there.2
The policy conclusions of

the study were made in the

light of the three principles
on which Yugoslavia was

founded: self-management,
federalism and non- alignment.

These are all low-cost measures which

should flourish in a self-management

system based in principle on grass¬
roots initiatives.3 This is perhaps what
the Yugoslav government means when

it claims that introducing an element of

the market economy would bring out
the hidden strengths of self-manage¬
ment.

In any event, if the Yugoslav system
is to survive in its present form, the

creative side of self-management must

be developed. Hitherto it has been seen

primarily as a tool to control the
distributive side of the economy.

Creativity is held back by the pre¬

vailing attitude to the status of know¬
ledge: at present a clear separation is
made between the 'producers' of

knowledgei.e., the scientistsand the

'users' of knowledgei.e., everyone

else.4 But science is not the only source
of technologically valuable knowledge.
The factory worker as well as the
university professor is a creator and
can generate knowledge which will
contribute to innovation.

Efforts to raise productivity cannot

be confined to industry, which is given
pride of place in centrally planned
economies. There is plenty of room for

progress, too, in farming, public ser¬
vices, health, transport, the media and,
of course, tourism, which is a signifi¬

cant potential source of hard currency.
The successful staging of the Winter

Olympic Games at Sarajevo in 1984
showed that the country is perfectly
able, when it wishes, to bring itself

right up to date.

Technology Policy
and Federalism

Yugoslavia's scientific and techno¬
logical system has its strong points:

top-flight basic research institutes,
excellent applied research in a number

of sectors (agriculture, medicine) and
some advanced technology enterprises
involved in significant industrial R&D
efforts (electronics, heavy engineering,
sports equipment, and so on).

But the system as a whole suffers

1 . OECD Economic SurveysYugoslavia, OECD
Publications, Paris, June 1 988.

2. Science, Technology and Innovation Policies
-Yugoslavia, OECD Publications, 1988.

3. Self-management in the fullest sense means not
only providing opportunities for intelligent grass-roots

initiatives, but also knowing how to recognise skills
and delegate responsibilities at the topfor example,
for the daily business management which cannot be
carried out efficiently by worker councils.

4. This distinction underlies the organisation of the
self-management science committees defined in the
1 974 Constitutional Law on Associated Labour. It

appears paradoxical, and even in downright contra¬
diction to self-management, because it places the

main, if not the only, source of knowledge outside the
productive system. This view, which is in line with
Marxist ideology, perhaps has religious origins: the
peoples which make up Yugoslavia were all strongly
impregnated with monotheistic religions which all
share the belief that the supreme truth springs from a

transcendent being beyond this world. This mental
picture has in a sense been transposed to a materialist
plane, the scientist having come to be regarded as the
fount of truth.
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from excessive fragmentation. Many
research activities and teams lack the

necessary 'critical mass'. This defi¬
ciency is derived from a combination of

factors: the autonomy of units (repub¬
lics and provinces) within the federa¬

tion, the lack of a federal science policy
until very recently, and arrangements
for research funding in the republics
which mean that available resources

are spread too thinly.
A number of steps were taken in

1987 to improve co-ordination: a fed¬

eral committee (in effect, a ministry) for
science and technology was esta¬
blished; a draft strategy for techno¬
logical development prepared; and a

federal fund to finance technology
(with a budget of $80 million) planned.
When this fund is set up, federal aid, to
be effective, should be to establish or

support national centres of excellence

and to sponsor advanced industrial

research; red tape should be cut to a
minimum.

Broadly speaking, technology policy
should aim to consolidate national

unity and ease the regional tensions
that currently are increasingly being
generated. There is a wide diversity of
economic and cultural bases within the

country. Slovenia, the wealthiest unit

within the federation, has a per capita
GDP seven times bigger than that of
the Kosovo autonomous province
(which has a birth rate of 26 per
1 ,000the national average is 8 per
1,000).

There is also a pressing requirement
for harmonisation between federal

units in other essential fields such as

metrology, standards and telecommu¬
nications: standardisation would have

both a political and an economic signi¬
ficance.

The massive aid given in the past to
the most disadvantaged regions has
not had the expected effect: implanting
large and costly new factories has
created further problems, disrupting
traditional social structures without

bringing new skills. A wiser policy
would be to exploit local resources

(tourism, agriculture) in an overall plan
for constructive co-operation between

the 'North' and 'South' of the country
(through joint ventures) and to invest in
the non-material side of development-
organisation, information, technical as¬
sistance, technical and commercial

training, and the like.

More generally, the key to suc¬
cessful development lies in maintaining
the effort to improve education
throughout the country, even if some
brain drain results. The present general
fall in student numbers and spending
cuts in higher education are therefore
disturbing.

International Co-operation
and Non-alignment

Yugoslavia has traditionally taken a
leading position in the international

movement of non-aligned countries. It
has agreements with European eco¬
nomic organisations such as the EEC,
EFTA and COMECON, but little or no
foothold on the wider continental mar¬

kets and cannot become involved in

large technological development pro¬
jects such as, for example, EUREKA.

With the decision to introduce more

of a market element into the country,
closer links between Yugoslavia and
the OECD countries can be forged. The
OECD can help by contributing to or
strengthening Yugoslav science and
technology capacity. The Yugoslavs,
for their part, can make co-operation
easier by promoting agreement be¬
tween the Republics on projects of
national interest. Many highly qualified
Yugoslav research scientists work

abroad in foreign laboratories and
could be useful contacts for the

exchange of scientific and techno¬

logical information with their native

country.

One side-effect of its non-aligned
position, and of some disappointing
and costly experiences with foreign
technology, is that there is a tendency
in some quarters to think that Yugo¬
slavia should generate much more of
its own technology, although in truth
smaller countries like Yugoslavia must
accept that they are bound to have to

import more than 90% of the new

technology they use. Another ap¬
proach must therefore be tried: Yugo¬
slavia must develop its capacity to
absorb foreign technology by stepping
up training programmes, negotiating
licences and running joint ventures.
Free-trade areas (two have recently
been opened) can be used, too, to

attract high-technology foreign firms
to Yugoslav territory and to promote
technology transfers.

Thanks to its special links with
developing countries and its experi¬
ence of regional contrasts within its

own frontiers, Yugoslavia couldif it
could settle its internal problems-
become a kind of North-South 'techno¬

logy bridge' concentrating initially on
improving communications in the Me¬
diterranean area.

DD

Because it has its own internal east-

west and north-south tensions, Yugo¬
slavia offers a sort of microcosm of the

world. Reducing these tensions re¬
quires pragmatism and the acceptance
of pluralism. The international commu¬

nity, too, by providing the right kind of
technological and industrial support,
can play a part in solving the serious
difficulties which Yugoslavia faces and
which the rest of the world cannot

ignore.
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Tax Reform:

What Impact on Industry?
Graham Vickery

Most OECD countries are reforming or adjusting tax structures. The aims are to make
taxes fairer and less biased, to provide a more flexible framework for investment,

to reduce and simplify taxes. In some cases the object is to bring taxes and incentives
more closely into line with those of other countries, or, on the contrary, to maintain

structures which are more attractive for business investment.1

In a noteworthy contrast with the
fiscal practices of earlier decades,

the OECD governments of the late

1 980s are placing much more em¬
phasis on market forces than tax con¬
siderations to drive industrial invest¬

ment and structural change. 'Broad
and thin' tax structures (with wider

coverage and lower tax rates) are now
often the aim of tax reform (box). In

many countries these two aspects of

reform have been introduced concur¬

rently, to meet a common aim of

overall revenue neutralitywhereby re¬
ductions in tax revenues from lower

rates are offset by decreased tax
deductions from income.

Over time most OECD countries had

developed complex systems of tax

credits, special exemptions and depre¬
ciation allowances, to reduce the

burden of corporate taxation, spread it

over a number of years, and encourage
various kinds of corporate behaviour.

Combined with high tax rates, this had

created increasing complexity and
rendered tax systems increasingly
opaque, and simplification was over¬
due.

Graham Vickery analyses technology issues for the
Industry Division of the OECD Directorate for Science,

Technology and Industry.
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Tax reform is now modifying these
incentive systems considerably, al¬

though aid to R&D through the tax
system is being retained. But simplifi¬
cation can be difficult, particularly

when coupled with other goals of tax

reform, such as shifting the burden of
taxation between taxpayers or re¬

moving unfairness and inequity, and it
may not be easy to move rapidly and
simply towards more transparent sys¬
tems.2

A Helping Hand
for R&D

More emphasis is also being given

by business and government alike to

investment in R&D, staff training, soft¬
ware, market development and other

forms of intellectual, 'intangible' in¬

vestment as a complement to 'tangi¬
ble' in machinery, equipment and build¬
ings. Almost all countries give R&D
special tax treatment. But recent stu¬

dies do not give clear answers about
the effectiveness of current incentive

measures'creative accounting' can
increase deductions without increasing
the desired activity, or firms may
simply not respond to incentives.

These studies fall into two basic

groups. One is based on survey meth¬
ods, where businesses were asked

what were the effects of tax incentives

on R&D expenditures (in Canada,

Sweden and the United States). The

surveys suggest that the effects have
been modest and that the extra R&D

stimulated by the tax credit may be
lower than government revenue fore¬

gone by granting it. Other recent work
(in Canada and the United States)

suggests, on the other hand, R&D

spending has increased significantly
due to tax incentives, and by more than
the tax revenue foregone.

The complexity of the impact of
incentives on R&D behaviour, and the

lack of simple methods of measuring it,
has recently led some OECD countries
to begin reviewing their incentives
carefully. In many countries tax incen¬

tives are viewed as a way of focusing

United Kingdom Corporate rates fell
from 52 to 50% in 1 983 and to 35% in

1986-87. In 1988 the special rate
applied to small firms was reduced to

25%. First-year allowances were
phased out by 1 986, inflation relief for
inventories abolished in 1984 and

other tax incentives phased out,
although some special measures are

being retained, including those which
encourage wider share-ownership.
United States In 1 986 the corporate
tax rate fell from 46 to 34% (the lowest

rate since 1 941 ), although tax liabilities
were increased by about 20% through
the elimination of the investment tax

credit and a variety of loopholes and
reduction of depreciation allowances.

These changes were estimated to

increase corporate taxation by
$1 4.3 bn in 1 987, and by substantially
more in later years.
Canada As part of a sweeping tax
reform, the basic federal tax rate fell

from 36 to 28% (manufacturing rates
falling from 30 to 26%, with similar
reductions in small business rates) as of

January 1 988. Write-offs in capital
cost allowances have been reduced,

although incentives for regional devel¬
opment, R&D and small businesses

have been retained. Fiscal bias against
labour-intensive industries to be

ended.

A BIRD'S EYE VIEW

OF CORPORATE TAX

REFORMS

Australia The 1 985 reforms raised

corporate taxes, with a further increase
from 46 to 49% in 1 987-88. This rate

was lowered to 39% from 1 July 1 988
and depreciation was lengthened from
3 years to the effective life of equip¬
ment. The R&D tax concession is under

review.

Austria Rates have been reduced to a

flat 30%. A 20% investment deduction

(allowing 120% deduction of invest¬
ment costs) has been retained, although
other incentives have been abolished.

Finland Comprehensive tax reform is

under consideration; the first stage was
announced in the September Budget.
Corporate tax rates will be lowered in
1 990 from 33 to 28%.

France Corporate tax rates down
from 45 to 42% in 1988; tax on

reinvested income will drop to 39% in
1989. Some concessions and credits

retained to stimulate R&D and job
creation. Depreciation scales examined

with the aim of rationalising and mod¬
ernising them.

Germany Taxation of retained profit
will be reduced from 56 to 50% in

1 990. A variety of concessions and
provisions (for R&D, energy, credit insti¬
tutions, mining, residential building) are
earmarked for abolition. The highest
marginal rate of income tax will fall to
53%: nine out of ten businesses in

Germany are unincorporated or one-
man concerns which are subject to
personal income tax.

Japan Corporate tax from 43.3 to
42% in 1987, with further cuts in the

basic tax rate, to 37.5%, proposed.
Netherlands Corporate rates to drop
in 1989 from 42 to 35%. The invest¬

ment subsidy allowance ceased early
in 1988.

Portugal Corporate taxes down from
40 to 35% in 1986. Several new

instruments introduced to stimulate pri¬
vate investment.

Sweden A government commission
is studying simplifications to improve
the mobility of capital. Guidelines have

been established and it is proposed that

corporate tax rates be slashed in return
for curtailment or abolition of tax free

investment funds.

Turkey Rates raised from 40 to 46%
in 1986, offset by a variety of deduc¬
tions (investment allowances, 100%
R&D allowance, 25% accelerated de¬

preciation rate, export revenues exemp¬
tions, incentives to wider share-owner¬

ship).
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o Most tax systems still favour R&D.

attention on R&D, and increasing busi¬
ness appreciation of its importance.

Once R&D performance has improved

enduringly, transitional tax incentives

may be removed.

What Impact
on Industrial Activity?

Investment is a key determinant of
industrial performance. It is influenced
by expected future demand, corporate

earnings and 'factor' prices, that is,
prices for labour and capital. Tax

reforms affect investment through
their impacts on demand and expecta¬

tions of demand, on corporate earnings

and profitability, and on factor prices,
notably capital costs.

Improvements in the structure and
distribution of taxation, combined with

increased demand and improved cor¬

porate earnings, create a better envi¬
ronment for investment. Moreover,

they may offset increases in the real
cost of capital and the corporate tax

burden arising from the elimination or
reduction of tax reliefs. And tax reform

is only one factor determining invest¬

ment; the strength and structure of
demand has an overriding influence.

The Cost

of Capital

Assessing the effectiveness of tax

reforms and their impact on economic

activity, as with measuring the effect
on R&D, is difficult. One approach
often used has been to examine the

cost of capital, but the results vary

considerably depending on the as¬
sumptions made and on interest and
inflation rates.

In general terms, if the cost of

capital declines, gross investment

1 . A more detailed discussion is in Taxation in

Developed Countries, OECD Publications, Paris,

1987, and in Jeffrey Owens, 'Tax Reform: What are
the Main Issues?', The OECD Observer, No. 146,

June/July 1987.

2. The shift towards taxation of consumption will
be discussed in a future issue of The OECD

Observer.
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grows, and so does GDP. Equally, if the
cost of capital increases, gross invest¬
ment contracts, and so does GDP. But

higher corporate taxes may not neces¬

sarily reduce investment. Reforms may
increase average but not marginal tax

rates, and they may not have a major
effect on the marginal incentive to

invest. By eliminating inefficient tax
preferences, tax reform can improve
the allocation of investment and

increase economic efficiency by dimin¬

ishing the influence of tax considera¬
tions on investment.

Tax reform may also alter the rela¬
tive tax burden between different

industries. Reductions in various kinds

of investment incentives will tend to

favour industries which are not capital-
intensive. And lower tax rates will

favour profitable high-growth areas
and, it is often hoped, increased invest

ments in intangibles, such as research,

market exploration, training, and the
formation of human capital.

on

Although tax reform and adjustment to

taxation structures are being widely
pursued, their precise impacts on

industry are not yet clear. Relatively
little assessment of the impacts of

reform on industry is available yet to
guide policy-makers. It takes time for
the benefits and shortcomings of

reform to become apparent in the
structure and volume of tangible and

intangible investment and in general

business behaviour in general. In many
cases simpler, more efficient and more

equitable tax systems may have more
profound effects on industrial perfor¬
mance than individual reforms of busi¬

ness taxes and incentives.

Yet it is clear that the general shift in
corporate tax structures has been one

of the major changes in the business
and industrial environment of OECD

countries in the 1 980s.
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Will lower tax rates encourage investments in intangibles such as training?
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Spotlight on

Turkey

Over the first half of the 1 980s,

the Turkish economy re¬
sponded well to the pro¬

gramme of macro-economic stabilisa¬

tion and structural adjustment, and the
economy grew on average at 41/2% a
year.

But over the past two years,
buoyant demand, largely attributable
to expansionary fiscal and monetary
policies, has been allowed to expand
too rapidly, and considerably more
quickly than originally projected by
the Government; with growth in the
7^2 range, strong inflationary pres¬
sures have built up, and the annual

increase in consumer prices reached
70% in the spring of 1 988.

The origin of the inflation must be

seen in rapidly rising government
budget deficits: from 1982 to 1986

the deficit was on average only slightly
above 2% of GNP; it rose to 4% last

year, as a result of expenditure that

was higher than budgsted for and a
shortfall in expected revenue. The

public sector borrowing requirement
(PSBR), including the deficits of the
state enterprise sector, rose to 8.3%

of GNP, up from 4.5% in 1986. The

rising deficits were accompanied by
expansionary monetary policies and a
sharp increase in foreign borrowing.

Grasping
the Inflationary Nettle

Inflation has now reached rates at

which its reduction has to be the

over-riding priority for policy. The Turk¬
ish authorities have taken a series of

measures aimed at redressing the situ¬
ation. Beginning in December 1 987,
administered prices were adjusted to
improve the financial position of state
enterprises and reflect the true costs of

imports in domestic currency. New
indirect taxes and levies were intro-
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duced, and rates of indirect taxes and

duties increased; more recently, a gen¬
eral halt was decreed for new govern¬
ment investments. In January and Feb¬
ruary 1988, monetary policy was
tightened; in particular, bank reserve

and liquidity ratios were increased and
interest rates raised to slow down

credit expansion to the private sector
and to attain a positive real return on

Turkish lira longer-term deposits.
The 1 988 budget foresees a slow¬

down of expenditure growth and the
introduction of additional taxes on

consumption and motor-vehicle pur¬
chases, as well as a new compulsory
savings scheme for workers and

employees. The official target for GNP
growth has been set at 5%, and it is

hoped to reduce inflation to an annual
rate of around 45% at the end of

1 988. Average inflation for the year,
as measured by the GNP deflator, is

now projected to be considerably
higher, at 58%.

Infrastructure:

Investment

or Restraint?

Fiscal policy clearly emphasises
restraint in government spending. But
there remains some uncertainty as to
how some of the large municipalities
can be made to cut back their expen¬

diture. Moreover, reducing investment
by central government agencies and
public utilities may not be an optimal
solution in view of the importance of

providing an adequate social and eco¬

nomic infrastructure for the rapidly
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growing population and a developing
economy. And a large part of budget

spending and operating expenditure of
state enterprises consists of personnel

expenditure which has to be adjusted
more or less in line with inflation. As

resources are limited, more effort must

be made to increase government reve¬
nues, which amount to some 25% of

GNP, especially by attacking the per¬
sistent problems posed by widespread
tax evasion and avoidance.

Monetary tightening, although ne¬

cessary, may result in the delaying or
cancellation of some essential invest¬

ments in the exposed sector of the

economy. The borrowing cost on non-
preferential bank loans is reported to

be as high as 1 00%. These high credit
costs will, of necessity, be reflected in
prices and hence inflation rates. The

increase in the compulsory liquidity
ratio of banks has induced them to take

a larger volume of government bonds

into their portfolios and quasi-automa-

tically finance the budget deficit, but
probably also crowding out private
saving. It also somewhat limits the

effect of monetary tightening and
restricts effective control by the Cen¬

tral Bank over the monetary aggre¬

gates.

As long as inflation remains in two
figures, firms will continue to maintain

a large part of their operating cash

balances in foreign currency deposits,
over which the Central Bank has

limited control. And firms and public

entities in financial difficulties (in parti¬
cular, the state enterprises and smaller

municipalities but also smaller firms
and traders) tend to delay paying bills
or taxes, including VAT, if bank credit
is unavailable or too expensive. These

delays cause a chain reaction, lower-
than-expected revenue for central gov¬

ernment, and hence a budget deficit
higher than planned.

The current external deficit, at 1 14%
of GNP, is modest for a country at
Turkey's stage of development. But
the size of Turkey's foreign debt57%
of GNPand the fact that maturities

have generally become shorter,
through faster growth of export credits

It is essential that Turkish goods and

services become steadily more

competitive internationally.

and bank loans relative to longer-term
development aid, make it important to

stabilise or, preferably, reduce the cur¬

rent account deficit. Turkey's debt-
service ratio had risen to a relatively
high 33% of exports of goods and
services by 1 987; hence, any addition
to the stock of the foreign debt must be

subject to careful weighing of its
expected future benefitsin particular

its potential for enhancing competitive¬

ness. If the economy is to generate

increases in employment in line with
the rapid growth of the labour force, it
will require a rate of output growth
broadly double that achieved in the

rest of the OECD area in recent years.
Turkish goods and services will there¬
fore have to become steadily more
competitive internationally.

In recent years, international com¬

petitiveness has been achieved largely
through a policy of persistent real
depreciation of the currency. Together
with other devices, this has promoted

an impressive growth of exports. But
there are limits to how far such an

approach can be taken. For one thing, it
causes strong pressure of costs-

including wageson prices, and there¬
fore complicates the control of infla¬

tion. Second, capital losses on foreign
debt automatically raise the ratio of
external debt to domestic output. In

Turkey this ratio roughly doubled from

1 980 to 1 987. If the policy of regular
real exchange rate depreciation were
to be continued, an increase in the

debt-output ratio could be avoided

only by further fiscal restraint.

liberalisation

for Stability
The gradual liberalisation of the

financial system will help stabilise the
aggregate economy in the medium

term by giving the Central Bank addi¬
tional and more effective tools for

monetary management. The establish¬

ment of economically rational interest
and exchange rates has increased bank
deposits of both Turkish lira and for¬

eign exchange, and appears to have led

to an increase in private savings. The

development of liquid money markets

will enhance the ability of the Central
Bank to intervene quickly to offset a
sudden increase of the money supply
without raising interest rates exces¬
sively. The creation of an official for¬

eign exchange market, which is

planned, would facilitate coping with a
rising volume of cross-border financial
transactions and should help maintain

a realistic value for the currency. But
properly functioning financial markets

require more stability in the policy
environment than has been observed in

recent years if an excessive volatility of
exchange and interest ratesand

hence of capital flowsis to be
avoided.

Source: OECD Economic Surveys: Turkey, OECD
Publications, Paris, 1988.
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